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- Occult shock occurs in heart disease when CO decreases so get RAAS activation and 

peripheral vasoconstriction 
- All vitals may be ok but from vasoconstriction get hypoperfusion 
- May also get core peripheral temperature gradient during this stage 
- 7 dogs with B2, 10 dogs with C, 6 dogs with no MMVD (healthy controls) 
- Lactate increased in C (3.7 vs 2.8 vs 2.7) 
- No signficant difference in temperature gradient 

 

 



  
 
 
- 29 trauma centers with 17000 dogs, 3000 cats in 42months  
- Blunt trauma most common for cats, penetrating for dogs  

o Mostly bite wounds for dogs, HBC and other for cats 
- 92% survival to discharge in dogs, 82.5% in cats 



 
- 386 dogs and cats in coma or stupor 

o More cats than dogs 
o Chihuahuas overrepresented 

- Common causes 
o Dogs 

§ TBI > Hypoglycemia >Shock > Seizure > Renal/hepatic disease 
o Cats 

§ Tbi > Renal/hepatic dysfunction > Intoxicatin > Hypoglycemia > Shock  
- If treated 

o 46% survival dogs (to transfer to home or rDVM as only out of hours hospital) 
o 41% survival cats  

- Better survival with hypoglycemia 
  



  
 

- Looking for biomarker that can be rapidly measured bedside and accurately predict 
illness severity/prognosis 

- cfDNA comes from NETs, necrotic tissue, apoptotic cells 
- cfDNA ususally is removed but the process becomes saturated if release is increased 
- NETosis may both relefect disease severity and contribute to sepsis pathogenesis 

o Immunothrombosis 
- cfdDNA can inhibit fibrinolysis 
- in febrile people high cfDNA predicts mortality, normal excludes infection 
- nucleosomes also released with cellular damage 

o in people can distinguish between sepsis and not sepsis incritical illness 
 

- 45 dogs with sepsis, 10 with nonseptic SIRS (2 or more criteria), 15 health controls 
- cfDNA was higher in sepsis or nSIRS than controls 



- nucleosome higher in sepsis than controls 
- no association between cfDNA and WBCs, apple score 
- cfDNA higher in dogs with bacteremia than those without 
- cfDNA relative to neutrophil (cfDNA/1000neuts) count was higher in survivors than 

non survivors 
- survivors had higher neutrophil count than nonsurvivors in sepsis 

 
 
 
 

  



 


